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A Feast for the Senses-Except One
Dining in the dark at Montreal's O.Noir opens customers'eyes in more ways
than one.
By Kim Foley MacKinnon
Loud. Very loud. That's the first impression of
many people eating in the pitch-black
darkness of O.Noir's dining room.
The Montreal restaurant's concept, inspired by
a restaurant in Zurich, is to have people
stretch the boundaries of their senses by
depriving them of one--their s19ht.

It isn't a gimmick, exactly, It

can be profound

to experience, just for a little while, how blind
people live. This is exactly what the Rev. Jorge
Spielmann, a blind pastor in Switzerland who
used to blindfold his dinner guests so they
could share his eating experience, wanted.
Eventually, Spielmann opened a restaurant
airned at teaching the sighted about the
sightless world, as well as to provide jobs for

blind people.
O.Noir follows this model, too. It partners with
a local organization that helps prepare and
train visually impaired people to enter the
mainstream job market. In addition, a
percentage of the restaurant's profits are
donated to support associations that support
the blind.
O.Noir works with a local oryanization to

help raire avt'areness about blindner:.
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Accordingly, the whole wait staff is legally
blind. Besides being most capable of actually
working in the dark, the staff helps raise

awareness about blindness just by doing their
jobs. Being flawlessly served a three-course
meal in total darkness is certainly food for thought for anyone who takes their sight for granted.

How

It

Works

Diners first enter a reception/bar area of the restaurant, which is decorated with large braille
letters on the wall, and specials are written on chalkboards above the bar. Guests are told to
divest themselves of anything that can light up, such as cellphones, flashlights, even watches.
Lockers are provided to store everything, then menus are handed out for guests to choose their
meals, or not.
The daring can opt to go the extra mile and choose the "surprise" three-course menu, putting
themselves entirely in the restaurant's hands. It can be a challenge to figure out what has been
served by smell and taste alone.
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Two- or three-course menus are available, with dishes such as filet mignon, beef short ribs and
sauteed shrimp. Desserts include the house speclal chocolate dish and crerrle brulee. After
ordering, guests wait in the lobby for their names to be called. Each pafi lines up and puts one
hand on the shoulder of the person in front of them, and a server leads the way through a door
into the darkness via a short hallway.

It's really, really dark. The absence of light is total. One isn't really aware of all the ambient light
around all the time until it's not there.
At the Table
Being human, many people
almost immediately ask about
the restroom situation.
Waiters explain that guests
need only yell (literally shout)
the server's name, who wilf
then come escort the person

to the, thankfulty, dimly tit
bathroom. As for how service
ptays out, the waiters explain
that whenever a drink is
requested, the server taps the
guest's shoulder and he or
she takes it. The tabte setting
is described using the
imagery of clock hands, fork
at 9 o'clock, knife at 3 and so
on.

O.Noir't menu is written on a chalkboard in the lobby.
'\ir'r r-qter 't{6'cAin'to"
actually louder than other
restaurants because everyone
is so focused on that sense or
if people are louder to compensate for not be able to see. The next thing people notice is that it's
easier to close their eyes than leave them open. When they are open, there's a tendency to keep
straining to find some light, and none is there to be found.

It's hard to say if O.Noir is

Since the whole idea of people "eating with their eyes first," as the saying goes, is thrown out
the window at O.Noir, guests have to locus on other things.

When the food comes, especially if you don't know what it is, you tend to take your time. You
sniff at your food-remember, no one can see you-and you take tiny nibbles. Sharing bites can
be hilarious, and in fact, there's a lot of laughter throughout the place There's also a lot of relief
at finding that the food is quite delicious. The chef, by the way, works in a lighted kitchen.
The average dinner takes about an hour-and-a-half, and when you come out, blinking in the
sudden light, you're amazed and proud of yourself for not making a mess of your clothes, for the
most paft, and that you enjoyed a fine meal. You also realize that what you experienced is
simply an everyday part of life for many people,

It can be, so to speak, eye-opening.
Planning Your Trip

For more information about O.Noir, visit www.onoir.com. Besides Montreal, O.Noir also has a
restaurant in Toronto.
KIM FOLEY MACKINNON is a Boston-based editor, journalist and travel writer,
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